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Sunnytek stand alone house energy system
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220 Volt / 380 Volt 1 or  3 phase for house

COMPETITIVE CAPEX
100% of the capacity is usable over lifetime, with no 
capacity fading therefore no oversizing required

BEST IN CLASS LCOS
Warranted electrode stack lifetime 36,500 kWh energy 
delivered or 10 years (whichever comes first)3

UNLIMITED SHELF LIFE
Sustains regular outages without battery damage and 
can be suspended, stored or hibernated from 0% to 100% 
state of charge

RECYCLE OR REPURPOSE
For all Redflow battery components and electrolyte

CONSTANT POWER
Charge 100% of the capacity with constant power, due to a flat 
voltage curve and simple one stage charge profile

COMPACT AND HIGH ENERGY DENSITY 
0.34m2 (3.7ft2) with expected electrode stack 
throughput 40,000kWh

GREATER SAFETY
Fire retardant electrolyte, no thermal runaway due to 
separated tank and stack

No fire suppression system necessary or safety abuse 
testing required

NO ACTIVE COOLING REQUIRED
Lifetime, safety and performance are not affected by temperature

INTUITIVE WEB BASED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
24/7 remote self-monitoring with real-time data capture accessed 
via the web, through the MODBUS communications system

10kWh 48V

Why Redflow zinc-bromide flow battery technology? 

The world’s smallest flow battery, monitored & managed online

High energy density at 10kWh

48 Volt DC nominal batteries 

Power Rating 3kW (5kW peak)

Designed, developed and dedicated R&D in Australia by REDFLOW 

ZBM2 manufactured in North America by FLEX

Installed by Redflow’s global network of accredited installation 
partners find out more via www.redflow.com/system-integrators

Flow Battery
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Electrical storage battery by 
Redox  Flow cell 10-50 KWH as 
needed at site Flow cells can be 
used for 10-20 years without  
replacement.

Solar hot water panels feed storage tank when 
sunny. No antifreeze liquid  needed in our 

Log or pellet burner  / boiler with integrated 
Stirling generator making hot water and 
electricity out of same unit. Here you use wood 
and get 20 KW of hot water out of system. At 
same time you get 1 KW electricity 230 Volt 50 
Hz by the integrated  Stirling generator.
As power is stored in battery this can handle all 
houses that can live with 24 KWH / day in 
power. Hot water is enough for winter use in 
Scandinavia

Solar hot water panels of dry design

Solar PV panels 
optimised for winter 
climate and cloudy 
weather.

Optional battery is 
salt water battery 
with 100% green 
design. 2 KWH. to 
28 KWH size.

1 KW-20 KW

Battery charger up to 25 KW

Hub can charge hot water 
tank if preferred. Or 
battery if better but also 
export to grid

Storage tank for water 1000 - 
5000 Liter. Can be a converted old 
and large oil tank. Keep hot water 
as a storage and hot water 
battery

Heat pump or air condition can 
be integrated in systems

All buildings needs an analyse to see how they 
are used. From this we can balance all 
components so house can live with no grid over 
the year even in Nordic climate.
Key is winters with very little sun and here the 
pellet burner and thermo electric system gives 
what is needed in power.
9 months of year the pellet system is not 
needed much and solar energy handle almost 
alla power that is needed.
Preferable this set up is combined with 
Sunnytek new led lamps that consumes almost 
50% less power to standard led lamps

Salt water battery is the most modern and green energy 
storage solution on market and contains no dangerous 
materials.
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